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The voice from the pavement took a stroll down Childs road, off plenty
Road in Mill Park on the day “Trust me Porky’ K. Rudd announced his
“Asylum Seekers Solution” (ASS). The voice wondered what was in the
mind of the locals and what their thoughts on the subject of refugees
were. One person said it was a travesty, another sad that it was
sending the wrong message to the world, another said that Tony Abbot
at least would consider the status of asylum Seekers and allow genuine
refugees in, but the majority of the people living in the Mill Park region
were not happy with the “ASS” decision by the Prime Minister “Trust me
Porky’ K. Rudd.
Moving along wide open Street of Childs road, slowing chewing on the fat and spitting the dummy to
himself, the voice from the pavement failed to notice the snail slithering along the edge of the
pavement and stepped on him accidently. His thoughts went back to “Trust me Porky’ K. Rudd and
wondered is that the true measure of our Prime Minister, is he showing his true face, a face that
lacked compassion and were the faceless men right in removing him in the first place.

All the euphoria in the world was not going to change the personality of “Trust me Porky’ K. Rudd.
No, not even all the “porkies” that he was telling the Australian people would be enough to save the
Labor Party from years of neglect, lies, untruths, misinformation and mismanagement of the
Australian economy. The recent “ASS” decision by Kevin Rudd was not a good decision, as it only
created another problem to not only our neighbours to our North who have enough problems on
their hands, but also treating a problem for the future. The ‘ASS’ decision is a short term resolution
and band aid effect to appease a people who have had enough of the “Janus” rhetoric by members
of the Labor Party.
As the voice from the pavement walked on he glanced at the sky above and saw the dark clouds
gathering together as if to menace the mere mortals below going about their business. Yes, the dark
clouds were a sign that life under a Labor government was not to be a good one. A struggling

economy, rising costs of living, unemployment rising at a face pace, investments down, HMAS
“ASS” rushing to stem the tide of refugee boats, the Australian car industry in its death throes, the
last pockets of manufacturing being defended by small business and last but not the least,
Australia’s mining conglomerates no longer in a commanding situation to support a flagging
Australian economy. Only a Coalition Government can kick start the economy and bring about the
adventurous and prosperous spirit of all Australians.
The voice from the pavement moved to the edge of the road and looked at the refuse and other
objects of rubbish in the gutter. It reminded him of all the failed policies and “porkies” of a Labor
government, a government that promised much and delivered little. Whose policies created an
environment where people just gave up and feel into the gutter so to speak? The voice from the
pavement stopped long enough to remove an injured spider with only four legs, struggling to climb
the gutter and to the safety of the pavement and into one of the many numerous cracks in the
pavement. Using a “twig” the voice from the pavement placed the injured spider onto the grass and
wished it well.
I guess it’s the same with us Australians struggling to come to grips with two political groups
advising us who are the better to kick start the economy. Well at least the Coalition have real action
plans with real solutions, not like the porkies being fed to us by day “Trust me Porky’ K. Rudd
thought the voice from the parent as he slid into the driver’s seat of his car. Watch out for K. Rudd’s
HMAS ‘ASS”, as it comes to rescue the Australian people from the miseries of a Labor government.
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